
































gallery view
The Mirror Speaks its Mind, Manipulated images.



The Mirror Speaks its Mind, photograph of image set against mirror.
Living on the Edges (left), Insallation, (Partial view) 







gallery view
Living on the Edge, installation with image, drawing on wall and naphthalene balls.





gallery view
Colonial Pre-story, installation with found object and manipulated image, size variable.





Colonial Pre-story (detail), installation with found object and manipulated image.





Utopia Revised, digital print, 35x45 cm each.



Utopia Revised, digital print, 35x45 cm each.





Hallow/Hollow, digital print with drawing and acrylic wash, 60x40 cm each.
Utopia Revised (below), digital print, 35x45 cm. 
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1968, Born in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
1988- BFA, Department of Print Making, Institute of Fine Arts, University of Dhaka.

Present Position: Since 2010, working as editor of Depart, an art magazine focused on new and 
traditional art.

Solo Exhibitions: 
2016: ‘Mercury Falling’ 4th solo exhibition (curator: Wakilur Rahman and Kehkasha Sabah), Kalaken-
dra, Dhaka
2009: ‘Regaining Unconsciousness’ 3rd solo exhibition, La Galarie, Alliance Francaise, Dhaka
2009: ‘Mind out of Time’ 2nd solo exhibition, Bengal Gallery of Fine Arts, Dhaka
2002: ‘The Body of Evidence’ 1st solo exhibition, Zainul Gallery, Institute of Fine Arts, University of 
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2014: In(site) by Kazi Salahuddin Ahmed (a retrospective exhibition)
2013: ‘DeReal’ by Bahram, a rickshaw painter who crossed over to mainstream art scene. 
2013: ‘Gravity Free World’ by expatriate artist A Rahman. 
2012 and 2013: Co-curated two back-to-back workshops and exhibitions in Dhaka and Delhi under 
the title CrossOver with Shusma Bahl and Arpana Bahl. 

Publications: 
2014: Samdani Art Book-1 showcasing six contemporary artists representing Bangladesh’s contem-
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by Ebadur Rahman. 
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Mustafa Zaman is apparently obsessed with image and he continually acts to short-
circuit established meanings to arrive at new meanings through new contexts. His 
 artworks can be interpreted in many ways from various positions of individual exper-
iences and philosophical frameworks. They are multi-layered and use various media;
 sometimes they seemingly draw references from other art forms or engage in a direct
 conversation  with  art  history, which  opens  doors  to  new  paradigmatic  or linguistic
 possibilities

In ‘Mercury Falling’ his works evolve from photographic (his own or collected) images 
layered with drawings, texts, objects, and formal techniques. As we know, in a sense 
'Photography' transgresses the idea of a painted or hand-drawn image, replacing it 
with something which is closest to the real. Mustafa elongates the process of arrival 
(at the real) to render his presentation surreal. He manipulates an image to an extent 
where it loses its own meaning to convey the meaning that he envisages – one that 
stems from his own visual experiences. His photographs and interlayered 
drawings/objects/artworks become disembodied, fragmentary within the exhibition 
space, which, one assume, could easily reside in another space in different forms or 
exist without the body itself, as we too live in our virtual worlds in the era of mass 
consumption of images.

Mustafa’s image making process fascinates us; we invited him to show recent works 
as we were familiar with his works since many years ago. His intellect obviously 
leaves an impression on his artworks, but what is interesting is that he is spontane-
ous, informal yet delicate to the very core of every piece. His inquisitiveness about 
his own surroundings, about ordinary/found objects, or images helps him reform 
some forms as well as create forms that speak of his intentionality.

Also, he is very instinctive and at the same time respectful when he reacts to a space. 
He is not interested in changing an exhibition space's physical constitution; neither 
has he tried to exhibit his artworks as a product of our time. Rather, he acknowledges 
the very matrix as well as temperament of the place and takes into account the total-
ity of the architectural space (from the wall to the floor to the roof), and distributes 
his artworks in a playful way covering every corner, which helps create a grand visual 
narration. We see Mustafa’s work as a personalized vocabulary, as an uncertain situa-
tion of our stagnant time and as a state of mind, when we are being inundated by a 
reality which is out-of-control and is replete with mass images, which, in turn, leaves 
us bewildered as there are no signs of progress in sight. 

Mustafa Zaman is an artist, curator, and notable art critic working in the art scene 
since last couple of decades. He is now working as editor of Depart, an art magazine 
focused on "contextual reading" and continually seeking to provide "critical reinforce-
ment to the burgeoning art scene of Bangladesh".

- Curators note: Wakilur Rahman & Kehkasha Sabah


